
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
MVA: 22-020 
UNIT: 116 ACS 
TITLE: Communication & Information Superintendent 
AFSC: 1D700 or 1D791    
POST DATE: 1-Sep-22 
CLOSE OUT DATE: 30-Sep-22    
POSITION GRADE: CMSGT 
GRADE REQUIREMENT: Promotion eligible SMSGTs and CMSGTs 
STATUS:  Drill Status Guardsmen   
CROSS TRAINING: This is not a cross-training opportunity  
 
Who may apply:  Current members of the Oregon Air National Guard.   
 
1. Specialty Summary. Manages and preforms defensive cyber operations and cyber support functions (DoDIN operations) in 
garrison and at deployed locations. Surveys, secures, protects, defends, preserves, designs, builds, operates, and extends data, 
networks, net-centric capabilities, and other designated systems. This Air Force Specialty Code description incorporates the use of 
DoD Cyber Workforce Framework (DCWF) Codes to tie this specialty description to the framework. The DCWF was developed 
by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the DoD to establish a common lexicon and model for all cyber 
work. The DCWF will universalize training and education between academia, industry, and military. It will also enable talent 
management by ensuring the right Airmen, for the right assignment, at the right time. 
 
2. Duties and Responsibilities: 
 
2.1. Conducts Defensive Cyber Operations (DCO) and associated support activities to defend DoD and other friendly cyberspace. 
DCO includes passive and active cyber defense operations to preserve the ability to utilize friendly cyber capabilities and protect 
data, networks, net-centric capabilities and other designated systems as well as passive defense measures intended to maintain and 
operate the DODIN and other networks such as configuration control, patching and firewall operations. Support activities includes 
but not limited to maintenance of cyber weapons systems, functional mission analysis, mission mapping, tool development, stan-
eval, mission planning and data analysis. [DCWF Code - 511, 521, 531, 541] 
 
2.2. Plans and organizes cyber support activities. Plans and supervises system installation and evaluates facilities layout and 
performance standards. Designs and develops organizational structures and determines equipment, training, and supplies required 
for systems implementation and support. Interacts with customers to promote customer satisfaction. Establishes tactics, techniques, 
and procedures. Evaluates operational readiness of communications equipment, network devices, sensors, intrusion detection, and 
related support equipment. 
 
2.3. Directs activities responsible for system analysis and design, programming, operations and maintenance, security, systems 
management, technical support, plans, implementation, and resource management. Implements and interprets policies, directives, 
and procedures. 
 
2.4. Establishes training requirements. Establishes training programs to meet local knowledge and certification requirements and to 
enhance professional awareness of technology. 
 
2.5. Directs maintenance activities. Directs personnel employed in siting, deploying, inspecting, adjusting, removing, replacing, 
repairing, operating, and defending communications systems and related equipment. Prepares and analyzes reports encompassing 
siting, deploying, maintaining, installing, repairing, and removing communications systems and related equipment. Coordinates 
activities and resolves common problems. Directs overhaul and repair of communications systems and related equipment. 
Establishes local maintenance procedures and policies. Ensures work standards are maintained. Determines extent and economy of 
repair, including disposition of malfunctioning equipment. 
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2.6. Inspects and evaluates maintenance activities for compliance with directives. Evaluates, rates, and prepares reports. 
Recommends and implements corrective action for improved methods and procedures. Evaluates effectiveness of equipment 
usage, systems performance, customer service, supplies, system scheduling, processing, and maintenance. 
 
2.7. Plans, programs, and develops budget inputs to ensure resource availability for operational and training requirements. 
 
2.8. Manages plans, implementation and development functions. Helps functional users define requirements. Recommends 
automated methods to enhance resource use. Supervises functional user requirements translation into automated systems 
capabilities. Organizes teams that use methodologies to meet mission requirements. Supervises test and evaluation efforts to 
determine performance. Organizes and participates in mission implementation and conversion. Ensures continued interface 
between functional users, and programming and operations personnel for implemented systems. Ensures compliance with 
standards for systems documentation. 
 
3. Specialty Qualifications: 
3.1. Knowledge. Knowledge is mandatory of: techniques and procedures of systems analysis and design; project management, 
communications-computer processing; system operation and maintenance; system and equipment capability, capacity, and logic; 
personnel and equipment performance measurement; awards programs and manpower and organization; security, administrative 
contract, training, resource, records, publications, deployment, logistics, and base/unit functional management. 
 
HOW TO APPLY:  Application package will consist of a signed resume detailing your experience, military and 
civilian education, recommendation letter from unit commander, biography, (with a photo)  a record review RIP (from 
vMPF) w/in 60 days, AF Form 422, Official Air Force Biography, a copy of current Tier II Physical Fitness 
Assessment, and your last 2 EPRs.  

Email Packages to: 142 FSS/HRO 142.WG.142FSS‐HRO.Org@us.af.mil  

Contact: Captain Meermeier, Christopher      Phone: 503-338-7845 Email: christopher.meermeier@us.af.mil  


